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New igus servo cables with the world's smallest bend radius 

Range extension offers more choices; guaranteed to last, even in extreme environments 

 

The new CF29 servo cable series from igus offers possibilities for energy supply to drives, motors and industrial 

machines. For users with demanding requirements such as very low ambient temperatures, particularly small 

installation spaces or extremely heavy duty applications, the CF29 range extension is ideal. 

 

One of several new high-end cable families designed for continuous motion in e-chains, the new CF29 chainflex 

servo cable series boasts a core structure optimised for motion. This, combined with a gusset-filling extruded 

TPE inner jacket, provides even more stability, alongside the highly flexible TPE outer jacket. 

 

Unique to the market, this high-end range is suitable for the smallest bend radius for servo cables, down to 

6.8xd. It offers a guaranteed solution in temperatures down to -35°C, so can be even used for moving 

applications in deep-freeze warehouses. This is made possible by the halogen-free TPE outer jacket material, 

which also offers almost unlimited resistance to oil. 

 

The cables have been successfully tested under real-world mechanical loads and temperatures, in a climatic 

test chamber within the 2,750 square-metre test laboratory at igus. This allows igus to guarantee a service life 

of 36 months for all cables, even those subject to the highest dynamics and most complex movements. The 

chainflex service life calculator helps you make the ideal selection, based on your application requirements, 

calculating the expected service life of each cable in double strokes after you have entered the respective 

application parameters. This allows you to choose a cable that works reliably and cost-effectively in your 

applications. 

 

For further information about chainflex CF29 servo cables, please visit: www.igus.co.uk/Chainflex or call igus 

directly on 01604 677240.  
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igus resources: 

 LiveChat with our technical team at igus.co.uk 

 Follow us at twitter.com/igusUK  

 Watch our videos at igus.co.uk/YouTube 

 Connect to us at igus.co.uk/Facebook  

 Read our blog at blog.igus.co.uk  

 

About igus: 

Based in Northampton in the UK and with global headquarters in Cologne, Germany, igus is a leading international 

manufacturer of energy chain systems and polymer plain bearings. The family-run company is represented in 35 countries 

and employs approximately 3,000 people worldwide. In 2015, igus generated a turnover of 552 million euros with motion 

plastics, plastic components for moving applications.  

 

With plastic bearing experience since 1964, cable carrier experience since 1971 and continuous-flex cable since 1989, 

igus provides the right solution based on 100,000 products available from stock with between 1,500 and 2,500 new 

product introductions each year. igus operates the largest test laboratories and factories in its sector to offer customers 

quick turnaround times on innovative products and solutions tailored to their needs. 

 

igus, chainflex, CFRIP, conprotect, CTD, drylin, dry-tech, dryspin, easy chain, e-chain, e-chain systems, e-ketten, e-

kettensysteme, e-skin, energy chain, energy chain systems, flizz, iglide, iglidur, igubal, invis, manus, motion plastics, 

pikchain, readychain, readycable, speedigus, triflex, twisterchain, plastics for longer life, robolink, xiros, xirodur and vector 

are registered trademarks of the igus GmbH. 
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